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Abstract

Human behavior recognition technology is becoming
more and more popular. The focus of many deep
learning network models is just on improving accu-
racy. Lightweight models are therefore of particular
importance. A lightweight convolutional neural net-
work (LWCNN) was designed specifically for human
behavioural recognition tasks. This paper then pro-
poses a combined training strategy approach to train
the network, including pre-training, fine-tuning train-
ing and migration training, to optimize the LWCNN
parameters. On the basis of this,this method can effec-
tively reduce computational complexity compared to
existing methods while maintaining identification per-
formance.The accuracy rate of the network model in
our data set reached 72.34%, and the experimental re-
sults proved that the compressed model can accurately
and objectively identify human behavioral images.

Introduction
Nowadays people use different types of cameras

to capture a large number of videos and pictures ev-
ery day. In some interactive scenes, it is necessary
to recognize different human behaviors to identify
whether the human body is maintaining the correct
posture. For example, we can recognize the fall of the
old or children by putting a camera at home.

Video behavior recognition refers to the pro-
cess that video is handed over to computer to judge
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what operation people or interested objects are do-
ing. Cameras are widely used in video data record-
ing of all walks of life, such as traffic management,
recording daily life etc. Video data has become more
and more important in most industries. Therefore,
the research of video recognition based on deep learn-
ing emerges . Especially in recent years, with the vig-
orous development of technology and the substantial
improvement of computer computing power, the hu-
man behavior recognition technology based on deep
learning has attracts more and more attention.

Howerver,recognizing human behavior is a chal-
lenging task because of problems such as background
clutter, partial occlusion, changes, etc. Developing a
fully automated human activity recognition system
is a difficult task.

Related Work
Most researches on human action recognition fo-

cus on human detection and motion tracking. The
first step is to extract the person from the video.The
Gaussian mixture model is the most effective way to
cut out the background in a noisy background[10].
CheroGN took pictures as input, extracted different
features in the hidden layer, and realized the recogni-
tion of static pictures.This method is not suitable for
video[2].To solve this problem, Siminyan proposed
two-StreamCNN model, which input the original im-



Figure 1: VGG16

age and optical flow image into the network, and
extract the apparent features of the human body
from the original image, and extract the dynamic
information of the behavior from the optical flow im-
age[9].Large-scale data sets make the structure and
parameters of CNN network too complex. IjinaEP
proposes to use genetic algorithm to initialize CNN
network parameters to improve the accuracy[7].To
solve the problem that continuous movement cannot
be recognized, Kiu C et al. combined CNN and con-
ditional random field to build a human action recog-
nition model based on convolutional neural random
field[12]. After years of exploration and research by
researchers, the technology of human behavior recog-
nition has made great progress. With the rapid de-
velopment of computers and the popularization of
vision-related sensors, the massive data sets gener-
ated from the network and in real life also provide
a large amount of cheap preliminary materials for
video behavior recognition, which has also laid a
solid foundation for the development of this tech-
nology Foundation.

VGG16[8] is a convolutional neural network
model proposed by A. zisserman of Oxford Univer-
sity in the paper ”deep neural network in large scale
image recognition” . The model achieves 92.7% top-5

test accuracy in Imagenet.Its layers include convolu-
tion layer, maximum pooling layer, activation layer
and full connection layer,which is shown in figure1.
It is worth noting that there are three full connec-
tion layers, which are also the areas to be improved
in this paper.

Proposed Solution
We want to use the collected human behavior

data and train a model to identify dynamic or static
images of different behavior categories. The human
behavior recognition algorithm based on deep learn-
ing that has emerged over the years solves the prob-
lem of low accuracy. It uses deep neural networks to
extract characteristics of human behavior types and
uses BP[1] neural networks to perform loss regres-
sion, thereby greatly improving Accuracy. But this
also has some shortcomings, that is, the amount of
calculation caused by deep learning, which leads to
a certain degree of decline in recognition speed.

Model architecture

In recent years, increasingly complex CNN ar-
chitectures have been proposed to improve the per-
formance of large-scale image recognition tasks.
However, the improvement of recognition perfor-



mance comes at the cost of a large increase in com-
puting and storage resources. In order to achieve a
good trade-off between performance and computa-
tional complexity, we want to design a lightweight
CNN(LWCNN) network architecture for human be-
havior recognition.It consists of 13 convolution lay-
ers, 1 global pooling layer and 2 full connection lay-
ers, with a total of 16 layers. In order to reduce the
number of parameters of the fully connected layer,
we specially designed a global average pooling layer
between the last convolutional layer and the first
fully connected layer.In this way,each feature map
can only output an average value, which is equivalent
to a dimension reduction operation.This can greatly
reduce the number of network parameters and speed
up training, avoiding the risk of overfitting.

Training Methods
Random initialization is a common way to

set CNN model parameters. The experimental re-
sults[11] show that the final classification effect is
better than the method of parameter random ini-
tialization when the unsupervised learning method
is used for pre training and the supervised learning
method is used for fine tuning.The combination of
pre training and fine tuning is the most commonly
used strategy to optimize CNN model parameters.
However, the use of large data sets for pre training
usually consumes a lot of time and computing re-
sources. In order to solve this problem, this paper
proposes a transfer training[6] method for human
behavior recognition. The strategy of combination
training including pre training, fine-tuning training
and transfer training is used in this paper. In this
way, the parameters of the network are initialized
based on a more complex model.Due to the different
network structures of LWCNN and VGG, the num-
ber of parameters in each layer does not match. A
parameter selection method is proposed to overcome
this problem.

• Pre training: VGG16 net is trained by su-
pervised learning on Pascal VOC dataset, and
the initial weight coefficient of the network is
obtained.

• Fine-tuning training: Fine tuning is per-
formed on the collected data sets. And only
the last fully connected layer is adjusted in
the fine-tuning process.

• Transfer training: Parameter extraction is
mainly used to extract the parameter weight
w and offset B of the corresponding nodes in
each layer from the initial model 2 to obtain
the parameter matrix W (h, W, C, n) and off-
set B (n), where w × h is the size of a single
convolution kernel, C is the number of input
channels, and N is the number of convolution
cores in the current layer. After parameter ex-
traction, 16 corresponding parameter matrices
and offset vectors can be obtained.

Si is defined as the average correlation co-
efficient and its formula is as follows:

Si =
n∑

j=1

|Rij | , i, j = 1, 2, ...., n

Where n is the number of convolution kernels
in the current layer.

Rij is the correlation coefficient between
the ith kernel parameter and the jth kernel
parameter. The calculation process can be ex-
pressed as:

Rij =
Cov(wi, wj))√

Cov(wi, wi)Cov(wj , wj)
, i, j = 1, 2, ...., n

Where wi, wj ∈ W, W is the parameter matrix
of convolution layer and N is the number of
convolution kernels

Then, all convolution kernels of each layer
are sorted by Si value. The first m kernel pa-
rameters are selected for LWCNN initializa-
tion (M is the number of convolution kernels
in the corresponding layer of LWCNN) weight



figure 2: Algorithm Process

coefficient. After the parameter selection is
completed, the final classification model is ob-
tained by network training based on human
behavior data set using the principle similar
to fine tuning. This method can ensure that
the output of convolution neurons has approx-
imate distribution, thus improving the conver-
gence. Training speed and recognition perfor-
mance of network model.

Algorithm Process

The human behavior recognition method pro-
posed in this chapter includes two parts. (1) In or-
der to reduce the number of network parameters and
reduce the demand for computing and storage re-
sources, a lightweight convolutional neural network
for human behavior recognition is designed. (2) A
joint training strategy, including pre training, fine
tuning training and migration training, is proposed
to optimize the network parameters to improve the
recognition performance of deep CNN model.

In the pre training stage, the image size of Pascal
VOC dataset is regularized to 256 × 256, and then
VGG16 net is used for training to obtain the initial
model 1 (including network structure and weight).
In the fine-tuning stage, the image size of human be-

Layer VGG-16 LWFCNN LWCNN
Input 224×224×3 224×224×3 224×224×3

Layer 1 Conv,64 Conv,32 Conv,32
Layer 2 Conv,64 Conv,32 Conv,32
Layer 3 Conv,128 Conv,48 Conv,48
Layer 4 Conv,128 Conv,48 Conv,48
Layer 5 Conv,256 Conv,64 Conv,64
Layer 6 Conv,256 Conv,64 Conv,64
Layer 7 Conv,256 Conv,64 Conv,64
Layer 8 Conv,512 Conv,96 Conv,96
Layer 9 Conv,512 Conv,96 Conv,96
Layer 10 Conv,512 Conv,96 Conv,96
Layer 11 Conv,512 Conv,128 Conv,128
Layer 12 Conv,512 Conv,128 Conv,128
Layer 13 Conv,512 Conv,128 Conv,128
Layer 14 Fc,4096 Fc,1024 GAP
Layer 15 Fc,4096 Fc,1024 Fc,1024
Layer 16 Fc,281 Fc,281 Fc,281

Memory size 513M 170.4M 27M
Parameter quantity 1.7 × 108 4.7 × 107 1.3 × 106

Accuracy 80.05% 70.07% 72.08%

Table 1: Performance comparison results

havior dataset is regularized to 256 × 256, and then
the regularized image is used to fine tune the train-
ing of initial model 1. The weight of initial model 1
is updated to generate initial model 2. In the migra-
tion training stage, through the analysis of the initial
model 2, the appropriate initialization parameters of
LWCNN are obtained. The normalized human be-
havior images are trained to get the final classifica-
tion model. In the recognition stage, the input image
is fed back to the classification model for recognition.

Experiments
Influence of GAP

In order to illustrate the effect of global mean
pooling layer replacing the full connection layer
of vgg16-net on human behavior recognition per-
formance, we compared it with vgg16-net initial
model 1 (VGG-16). Through pre training and
fine tuning methods, we got the initial model 2
(LWFCNN) of VGG16-net classification model, and
compared it with VGG16-net classification model



Method Model size Accuracy
ResNet[3] 37M 59.47%

MobileNet[4] 30M 63.34%
DesNet[5] 30.8M 67.03%
LWCNN 27M 72.08%

Table 2: Experimental results of different methods

(initial model 1) Compared with the classification
model of VGG16-net, the performance of human be-
havior recognition is reduced to 10%, and the ac-
curacy is reduced by 10%. Then, a comparative ex-
periment was carried out. The configuration of these
experiments is as follows. Firstly, all the convolu-
tion layers of LWFCNN are reserved and initial-
ized with the same parameters; then, the 14th layer
of LWFCNN is changed to the global mean pool-
ing layer. Finally, the combination of the two parts
forms the final network, called LWCNN. The com-
parison results of different models are shown in Ta-
ble 1.Compared with VGG16-net model, the recog-
nition accuracy of LWCNN proposed in this paper
only decreases about 8%. However, the number of
network parameters and the memory occupied by
the model are less than 10%, which greatly reduces
the requirements of computing and storage resources
in the process of network training and testing. Com-
pared with the original LWCNN model, the proposed
method can achieve a recognition accuracy of more
than 2%, and the memory occupancy rate of both
network parameters and model is less than 30%. It
can be concluded that the designed lightweight CNN
network adopts the global mean pool layer, which
can effectively realize the convolution feature fusion
and greatly reduce the complexity of the network.

Comparison of Different Methods

In order to verify the effectiveness of the pro-
posed method, we compared it with the current pop-
ular lightweight recognition methods. The experi-

mental results of different recognition methods are
shown in Table 2

Conclusion
Based on the idea of global average pooling, this

paper makes some improvements on the network
structure of VGG. On the premise of ensuring the
accuracy, it achieves the purpose of compressing the
size of the model and improving the speed of calcu-
lation. The idea of how to change the parameters of
the network efficiently is proposed, that is, how to
maximize the compression capacity of the deep neu-
ral network as far as possible under the condition of
ensuring the accuracy of the network, so as to meet
our needs. We should not only keep the depth of
the network constant, but also ensure the minimum
weight of the network. Finally, under the proposed
training strategy, the network compression is suc-
cessfully completed, which has certain reference sig-
nificance for the follow-up practitioners.In this pa-
per, a human behavior recognition method based on
lightweight convolutional neural network and com-
bined learning strategy is proposed. Compared with
other methods, the proposed method can effectively
reduce the complexity and maintain the network per-
formance. In the future work, a new parameter se-
lection method can be designed to further improve
the recognition performance.
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